TENNZ touring exhibition brief
Exhibition
Title/subtitle

Moana Currents:
Dressing Aotearoa Now

Current status

On at Canterbury Museum 22 February – 6 September 2020

Description

Looking through the lens of fashion, the exhibition ‘Moana Currents’
considers the history of migration and cultural exchange, adaption, and
adoption in the Pacific, Te Moana nui a Kiwa. It comprises a physical
exhibition, a digital exhibition and a print publication.
The exhibitions and publication document how these histories are visible in
what we wear and how we adorn ourselves, showing how various threads
drawn from across the Moana are being woven together to produce a new
cloth from which we in Aotearoa are dressing ourselves today. A dress by

Trelise Cooper that harks back to the missionaries, a glamorous gown by
Sheena Taivairangi and Tepora Tamariki that has its origins in the sampler,
a Neil Adcock hei tiki that can dance, and Steve Hall's urban lavalava,
together with many other objects such as hats, bags, jewellery and tattoo
are unpicked to explore the origins, alterations and transformations that are
at the heart of the contemporary manifestations seen in the exhibition.
Moana Currents seeks to build understanding of how the many histories of
Oceania are interwoven and how our place in this Moana has led to the
development of a distinctive Aotearoa identity and on our sense of
ourselves.

Dates Open

Canterbury Museum 22 February – 6 September 2020. The book is
available at the exhibition and online

https://shop.nzfashionmuseum.org.nz/collections/booksandbits/products
/moana-currents-dressing-aotearoa-now. The digital exhibition is also
open and growing as the exhibition generates additional content.
http://nzfashionmuseum.org.nz/moana-currents-dressing-aotearoa-now/

Size

110 m2 more or less

Cost

$1000 fixed fee plus $1000 per week (min 6 weeks)

Content

16 contemporary fashion outfits, complete with body adornments and
accessories with 16 full size blue 'skinned' display mannequins, 20 dress
mirrors, files for all graphics, text panel and roomsheet. Themes and
content background supported digitally on NZ Fashion Museum website.

Size for Freighting

4m2

Merchandise

High quality, illustrated publication available for sale RRP $39.00

Availability

Closes at Canterbury Museum 6 September 2020 then available

Number of objects

30 more or less

Target audience

General but with special content that invites Maori and Pacific audiences.
NZFM’s programme of exhibitions that have toured New Zealand have
successfully drawn audiences from a broad demographic, including women
and men (15%), young (27% under 30) and old as well as attracting
ethnically and gender diverse visitors. figures from our last fixed exhibition A Certain
Style: Bruce Papas, February 2018.

A promotion that we had on our social media had lots of interest nationally
and the winner was from just out of Wellington – she posted this to
Instagram.

Special requirements

NZFM staff are available to help tailor the exhibition to each venue and
audience

Other Notes

Dan Ahwa, creative director of Viva magazine at NZME is co curator which
has helped achieve plenty of valuable media coverage across print and
digital platforms such as https://www.fq.co.nz/fashion/moana-currentsexhibition-maori-pasifika-nz-style https://www.metromag.co.nz/city-life/citylife-fashion/fashion-exhibition-moana-currents-is-putting-a-mirror-up-toourselves https://www.viva.co.nz/article/fashion/moana-currents-dressingaotearoa-now-exhibition/ includes a podcast
In Christchurch Moana Currents was selected by Warren Feeney in the
Press as one of the exhibitions to look out for.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/arts/119846714/10-exhibitions-tolook-out-for-in-march. It also featured in Art Beat
https://artbeat.org.nz/Moana-Currents.-What-Makes-Aotearoa-FashionUnique%3F

Touring Institution

New Zealand Fashion Museum Charitable Trust

Contact

Doris de Pont

Title

Director / curator

Phone

021 680860

Email

doris@nzfashionmuseum.org.nz
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